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ABSTRACT 

For the description of the microdynamical state of turbulence, a 
Liouville equation is taken that is equivalent to the basic hydrodynamical 
system of equations. The equation has the advantage of being homogeneous 
and contains less nonlinear terms. Our main objective is the derivation of 
the kinetic equation of turbulence which has a memory in the turbulent 
collision integral. We consider Che basic pair-interaction, and Che 
interaction betveen a fluctuation and the organized cluster of other 
fluctuations in the collection system, called the multiple Interaction. 
By a group-scaling procedure, a fluctuation is decomposed into three groups 
to represent the three coupled transport processes of evolution, transport 
coefficient, and relaxation. By exploiting the property of quasi-stationarity 
at the different levels of degradation of coherence of the groups, we 
develop a transport theory with the closure by the memory-loss. The kinetic 
equation of the scaled singlet distribution is capable of investigating 
the spectrum of turbulence without the need of the knowledge of the pair 
distribution. 

The exact propagator describes the detailed trajectory in Che phase 
space, and is fundamental to the Lagrangian-Eulerian transformation. We 
calculate the propagator and its scaled groups by means of a probability of 
retrograde transition. Thus our derivation of the kinetic equation of the 
distribution involves a parallel development of the kinetic equations of 
the propagator and Che transition probability. In this way, we can avoid the 



assumptions of independence and normality. 
Our result shows that the multiple interaction contributes to a 

shielding and an enhancement of the collision in weak turbulence and strong 
turbulence, respectively. The weak turbulence is dominated by the wave 
resonance, and the strong turbulence is dominated by the diffusion. 

i 
I 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The microdyuamical state of turbulence can be described by the equation 

of evolution of the distribution function f(t,x,v) in the form: 

(\ t l)f = O, \* fa . da) 

The differential operator 

L m V-f + £ - à , Sa yiv (lb) 

contains a fluctuating self-consistent field E(t,x) which perturbs 

the ballistic orbit that is represented by \->rV-7 in the phase space 

of position x and velocity v . 
•» Mr 

In plasma turbulence, (la) is called the Vlasov equation, when E is Che 

electrostatic field multiplied by the ratio of electric charge to mass. 

The equation can also be used to treat the fluid turbulence, «hen E 

represents the pressure-gradient or other additional hydrodynamical forces. 

We decompose the total distribution function 

t • 1 + T (2) 

into an average distribution 

Î* » < t) , (3a) 

by means of the averaging operator ~K , and a fluctuation 

i - Af . (3b) 

by means of the fluctuation operator 

1 - 1 - Â . 
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The difference between À and <f > lies in that the operator A , 

like any other operators, applies to all the functions which may follow, 

while ̂  \ is an ensemble average of the function or functions limited 

by the angular brackets. 

Thus by applying X to (la), i.e. by premultiplying (la) by A , 

we obtain the equation of «volution of f , as follows: 

(\+i)J~c w 

Ihe collective collision 

c" - - Â Lf", (5) 

can be written in the form 

ÏÏ-<A>jf} . (6) 

The collision operator 

<2) -*•<$> •} (7) 

has a diffusivity \î>)> which may serve as an operator to keep a memory. 

On the other hand, by applying A to (la), we obtain the equation of 

evolution of f . This equation may cake the following alternative forms: 

( } + A L)f - - L f _ (8a) 

( \ + 1>r •-Lf + iT (8b) 

( V + L)? - -Ttf-C , (8c) 

where C is defined by (S), and 

C • - Ï Ï Î • - I f - C . (9) 



OUT problem of the statistical theory of turbulence is to find the 

kinetic equation (4), with the turbulent collision (5) to be derived on Che 

basis of one of Che three equations (8a) - (8c) of fluctuations. The three 

equations differ by their governing differentials 

\+kC, \ + L , \ +L , (10) 

so chat their integrations will have different evolution operators, as follovs; 

The operator /\. was introduced by Heiastock, u r r e
 i s c' l e free 

flight or ballistic propagator, describing a trajectory that Is not 

perturbed by the E - field fluctuations, and U is the exact 

propagator. 

The differential equation (8a) has the simplest source, but ics 

operacor /V. is complicate. On the other hand, Che incegration of the 

differential equation (8b) can be achieved by the simplest propagator 

U~ of free flight, but the source is complicated by Che nonlinear 

fluctuation C , as this will generate a hierarchy and requires a 
4 

closure. Xn the following we choose (8c), because the average source C 

is easier than the random source C , and the propagator II is simpler 

than Che operator /\ , and Is governed by the well determined equation 

of che exact trajectory In the form: 

[ 5 + L(t)] U(t,t') - 0 , (12a) 

or 

[>.+ L(t')j U(t.t') - 0 . (12b) 



The fluctuating source -L f gives a pair collision: 

C - <*>{f} ' ("a) 

that i s of Che diffusive type wich an operator 

< Â > - » • < £ > • > ( U b ) 

related to the diffueivity \ J ) / . The two diffus ivi. ties are defined by: 

( S ) - / dT (È(t,x)A (t,t-T)È(t-X)) (14a) 

(J))-J&z(rk(.t,x) Û(t,t-T)Ê<t-T;)<> . (14b) 

Differenc levels of approximations have been made in the literaCure 

on Che theories of turbulence in fluids and plasmas. As the lowest 

order, Che quasi-linear theory assumed a propagator of free flight U-

acd obtained a resonance denominator «0 - k-v, where (J and k are the 

frequency and the wavenumber of a wave 

e" « ° " k-'Y>T (15) 

interacting with Che particle of velocity v. This resonance was 

fundamental Co Che Landau damping in Che quasilinear theory. The next 

order approximation assumed an expansion around U in the «normalization 

theory. Interesting advances in theory of turbulence have made use of 

this assumption. ' 
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Hith the group scaling, the derivation of the spectrum of turbulence 

can be made on che basis of Che kinetic equation of Che singlet distribution 
a 

without the pair distribution. We represent the three transport processes, 

of evolution, transport coefficient, and relaxation, by three scaled 

Sroups and analyse their interactions. The closure is obtained by the loss 

of memory in the processes and by exploiting the property of equasl-

stationarity in the degrading coherence of groups. 

The paper is organized as follows. After a comparison between the 

hydrodynaraical and the kinetic descriptions of the microdynamical state 

of turbulence (Sec. II), ue Introduce a group-scaling procedure for 

representing Che three transport processes by the three groups (Sec. III). 

We find that the kinetic equation of the macro-distribution has a turbulent 

collision integral with a memory. He investigate the pair interaction -.nd 

the multiple interaction between a micro-fluctuation and the cluster of 

other micro-fluctuations that form a macro-group. Various forms of memory may 

develop ; 

(i) First, the memory appears in the collision that is controlled by 

the diffusivity acting as an integral operator. Then, since the collective 

collision includes the pair collision and th* multiple collision in the 

form of an integral equation, a memory ensues. 

(ii; The Lagrangian representation of a function is made by means uf 

a propagator that is governed by a kinetic equation with a memory. 

Obviously, the memory group (i) which deals with the evolution of 

the distribution function at the time instant t has a longer duration than 

the memory group (ii) which deals with the evolution of the propagator 
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for the shorter time-Interval c-t' . We shall neglect the memory of the 

group (11), by justifying from the property of quasl-stationarity 

between Che groups (Sec. IV). Me shall show that the propagator is related; 

to the probability of retrograde transition, and develop two parallel 

kinetic theories on the basis of the detailed dynamics of the trajectory 

(Sec. V ) . Finally, the collective collision is investigated, by means of a 

closure based upon the memory-loss (Sec. VI). A memory function appears and 

is controlled by the resonance function in weak turbulence and by the 

diffusion in strong turbulence, yielding two opposite outcomes: a 

shielded collision in weak turbulence, and an enhanced collision in 

strong turbulence (Sec. VII). 

II. MICRODTOAMICAL STATE OF TURBULENCE 

The microdynamlcal state of turbulence can be described In two ways. 

First we can use the Navier-Stokes equations for tt. incompressible fluid: 

(\ + Cu-V - V V1) Û. * S (16a) 

7-i s Û (16b) 

Here u is the fluid velocity, v> is Che kinematic viscosity, and 

E - -f 7 P (17) 

I " 

is the pressure gradient, and may even include other forces, such as 

buoyancy and random sources. 
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Alternatively, we can consider the microkiaetic equation (la), 

rewritten in the form of th-5 Liouville equation: 

[\+L(t)J 2(t,x,v) - 0 . (18) 

The evolution of the exact distribution function f(t,x,v) is controlled by 

«1» differential operator 

L(t) - »j7-y7+E(t,ji.J . (19) 

The microkinetic equation has been used as a ba°is of deriving the 

BBGK equations by writing f(t,x,v) in the form of a summation of 

£ - functions for N particles in the phase space. Presently, in 

order to secure the equivalence of the two descriptions, «e write f 

in the form of a single • -function: 

f(t,x,v) - $[v - u(t,x)] . (20) 

The density in the incompressible fluid is taken as unity here without 

loss of generality. The compressible fluid should have the density 

f(t,x) as a factor before the « -function. 

By taking the moments, it can be demonstrated that the 

microkinetic description is transformed into the fluid description as 

represented by the Navier-Stokes equations. 

By the condition of incompressibility, we can write E in the following 

two forms: 

LIT - ..' » i.. -A - - - - - - ' v Z -LK 
0) 

* - » ' , 
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*n.'JI • '[x-x'l ' " ' 

One Is nonlinear and the other Is linear, so Chat the differential 

operatov becomes 

Ê ~&{î\ 122a) 

with 

(22b) 

The Navier-Stokes equations (10) and the Lmuville equation (18) 

may be called the primitive equations in Che physical and phase spaces, 

respectively. 

The kinetic approach has several advantages. First, it transforms 

the inhomogeneous Mavier-SCokes equation into Che homogeneous equacion 

(18) and rendered all nonlinear terms, as arising from the velocity 

function u(t,x), into linear ones with the independent variable v , as 

in (18) and (21). The only nonlinear term kept is connected with E in 

(18) for describing fie mode-couplings. It can ultimately be treated by 

the linear equation of state (21). 

Secondly, Che kinetic approach treats both tuo wave-wave interaction and 

the wave-particle interaction. The latter is the mechanism of the linear 

and nonlinear Landau dampings or amplifications. This interaction is not 

explicit in the hydrodynamical approach. 
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Finally, should one propose a general kinetic theory that combines both 

the molecular motion and the turbulent motion, the microkinetic equation (18) 

can again serve as a basis, provided E Includes both motions above, without 

a predetermined viscosity. Our kinetic theory that is based upon (18) with 

a differential operator (19) is concerned with the turbulent motion in a 

viscous fluid medium. However, for the Investigation of the turbulent collisions 

by eddies of size larger than the viscoua cutoff, the effect of V can be 

neglected. 

III. GROUP-SCALING PROCEDURE 

The decomposition of a fluctuating function into an average and a 

fluctuation is the usual practice In statistical methods. We denote the global 

average asd the fluctuation by 

1 and A « 1 - Â , (23) 

respectively. 

Not all scales of fluctuations perform the same role in the three 

processes mentioned earlier: evolution, transport coefficient, and relaxation. 

For describing these processes and their couplings analytically, ve 

represent them by three scales, using the three operators 

A ( 0 >, A' , A" , (24a) 

to form' the three groups, or scaled fluctuations: 

E° - A 0 Ê , E' = A' Ê , E" - A" Ê . (24b) 

They fluctuate and have their durations of correlation 



\ 
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In the Increasing degrees of Incoherence. This is the property of 

degradation of group coherence. Instituting a quasi-stationrity of one 

group with respect to the other. The fields (24b) will also be called 

macro-, micro- and submicro-fields, respectively. 

The ïwo-scale averaging procedure is obtained by further scaling A 

into 

A - A 0 + A' , (26) 

by using ar°' to find 

A 0 Â - 0, A°A° - A 0 , A°A' - 0. 

Subsequently, the three-soale averaging procedure is obtained by another 

scaling of A' into 

A' - A ( 1 ) + A" , (27) 

and using A Co find 

A<«Â - 0 , A<*>A° - 0 , A«>A<« - * < » , A<»A» - 0. 

The averaging procedures of many s c a l e s nay be denoted by 

Â s< > , A o s < > o , A 1 * < / > 1 , (28a) 

where A i s the opera tor of Che g lobal average, A and A. a re the 

operators of the accumulated averages : 

A 0 - Â + A 0 , A 1 = A~+ A 0 + A ( 1 ) . (28b) 
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Although the groups A and A' may overlap In their «avenumbers 

Instantaneously, their statistical functions, s.g. their spectral contents 

must lie Is adjacent domains of wavenumbers, I.e. 

(0,k) , (k;oo) . (29) 

We conclude that the group-scal'jig procedure is a scaling into the 

three transport processes mentioned above. It can distinguish between the 

two diffusivitles: the asymptotic diffusivity CD') and the non-asymptotic 

diffusivlty ("D°/ , a distinction not present In the one-scale averaging 

procedure. .. 

Recall that the spectral function, being the Fourier transform of Che 

correlation function of velocities at two points, would, In the one-scale 

averaging, require a pair distribution function and its coupling with the 

singlet distribution function. In the present procedure of group-scaling, 

the singlet distribution function f° suffices. Indeed, f° gives u° and 

\(u ) / , and thus derives the spectrum of u- fluctuations by a differentiation 

with respect to k . 

The degradation of group coherence (25) indicates a consecutive 

quasi-stationarity among the groups, and is an important property for 

classifying the interactions and placing the memory and the memory-loss. 
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IV. TURBULENT COLLISIONS ANC MEMORIES 

A. Collision in the Kinetic Equation of f 

By scaling the Liouville equation (18) by mean» of A Q and ' A' , we get 

the equations of evolution of the macro-distribution 

(WJ/.-C < 3 0 ) 

and the micro-distribution in Che form: 

(it+L)f=-L'fo-Q - Ola) 

or, equivalently, 

(\*A'L)f'--L'fm • (3ib) 
Here 

Co * " Ao '-' r ( 3 2> 

is the collective collision. The scheme falls into the framework that vas 

described by (8c) and (8a). 

The differential equation (31a) can be integrated to give 

f »_WW' Uftt-J L'(t') fjf) 

-A'pit' v(t,t/Ce(r) . 
«A 

(33) 
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The lower liait of integration is set to zero, and the initial value is 

ignored, since 

A Q L'Ct) f'(0> - 0 . (34) 

Here and in the following, the dependence on x or (x,v) is understood. 

The propagator 

U( D(t,t') - exp[-|dt" L(c")J 

satisfies the differencial equations (12). 

It is to be remarked chat the differential equation (31a) for th.i 

evolution of f has two sources written in the right hand side: The micro-

source -L'f. represents a coupling between Che aicro-operator L' and 

the macro-distribution f and gives a fluctuating contribution to che 

solucion, as seen from- the firsc tern in the right hand side of (33). The 

macro-source C represents the collisional cluster In the medium in which ' 

évolues. Although C is quasi-stationary, it can giv-s a random contribution 

through the opération A'U as seen from the second term in the right hand 

side. This term represents the effect of the quasi-stationary C riding on 

the random trajectory. 

In order to determine the collective collision, as defined by (32), we 

multiply (33) by L'(t) and average, obtaining: 

C 0(t) - AJdt* L'(t) U(t.t') L'(C) f 0 U ' ) 
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+ a_|dt' L'(t) U'<e,t') C 0(f) . (36) 
'0 

This expression consists of Che pair collision 

C°(t) - A o J dt' L'(t) U(t,t") L'(t') fo(t') , (37) 

and the multiple collision in th•• form: 

ft: e t 
/ d t ' L*(t) D * ( t , t ' ) C 0 ( C ) - - A / dc' H 0 ( c , c ' ) C 0 ( C ) A. 

'O "0 

Here H can be identified as Che collective collision in Che kinetic o 
equation of 0 , i.e. 

*38) 

[\* V'*] V'»4' ) - - A„ L'(t) U'(t,t*) a H ( t , t ' ) , (39) 

as obtained upon scaling (12a) by A . Note chat (12b) will not lead Co 

the desired collision and is therefore not relevant here. 

As an option to (8a), we have the equation of evolution of the 

micro-distribution in Che form 

(^ + A' L)f - - L'f0 , (40) 

and obtain 

f'--A* / dt'/\(t,t'> L'(C') fo(c') (41) 
^0 
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by an Integration and the use of the operator /\. . It follows: 

A„ L'f* o 
.t 

o J dt' V A„ / dt' L'(t)A(t,f) t-'(t') f (f) 

* { fo} ' <42> 
Here A A denotes the collision operator 

A 0 4 ' - A 0 /dt' L'(t) A(6,f) L'(t') 
"'•0 

-2».A 0D'. 0 , (43) 

/ dt' E'( 
J0 " 

with a diffusivity 

V * Ao / it' ?'Ct) A(t.t') E'(t') . (44) 
0 

By replacing /\ by U in (42) - (44), we obtain the pair collision 

C ° " Ao^'{ fo} • <43> 
with a collision operator 

A o A ' * Ao / d t ' L ' ( t ) "<e't') L'< E') 
^ 0 

= V A.V'- 3 , (46) 
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and a diffusivity 

Ao?' * A» / 
t 
dt' E*(t) 3(t,t') E'(t') . (47) 

0 

By collecting the results (36) - (38), we obtain the following 

relation between the two collisions C. and C in the form: 
o © 

0 **« O O O 

with 

I dt' H0(t,t') 
» n 

A o H o * C o " A o dt' H 0 ( t , f ) C e (t') . (49) 

B. Collision in the Kinetic Equation of U 

The distribution function f and the propagator U have their evolutions 

of some resemblance. By repeating the calculations that have been made In 

Subsec. IVA, we obtain the collisions 

Ho " V'Kf <50a) 

*o"V*'K} <50b) 
of IT , as related by the formula: 

H o ' * o - H o * H o < S 1> 

Here H Q and tf are the collective collision and the pair collision 

in the equation of evolution of U , i.e. (39). The results (50a), (50b), 

and (51) are analogous to (42), (45) and (48), respectively. 
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C. Memories 

We summarise Che results obtained above as follows: 

(i) Primary memory in Cg 

the kinetic equation of f , in the form (30) and with the collision 

(A2), carries a primary memory by Che collision operator Au/ L which can 

be written into two groups as follows: 

The second group forms a correlation Aj^'j \fa\ on its own, but does 

not have sufficient time to approach its equilibrium, by (25), and therefore 

will not contribute to a diffusive collision. Hence we can write 

as an approximation, reducing (42) - (49) into: 

H - <£t> v , ~\\ -<a> 0 ( 5 3 b ) 

C„ = C a - H * CB (53c) 

h - R - H *Fi , ( 5 3 d > 
with 

<A'>» $-<D'>à , <*'> = V<X>>_à 

6 ' ) .[4tXErt)A(t,t'}tfrj). (p-)-^t'(E(-t)à(ttt)E(fI) 
(54) 
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Bence the evolution 

- J dv (i'(t) Â(tt-r)L'ftofrfatrv>J , (55) 

with t-t' «T , carries a primary memory In C from the fluctuations E' 

of scale T , such that 

t > ~CJ > T , (56) 
by (25). 

(11) Secondary memory in H 

On the other hand, if we write 5(t,t') » U(T ) , with t-t' « T , 

the kinetic equation 

{\+\L0)vo(t,t-z)~ H0(t,t-v) 

= / V (life)Â(x,x-T'}i.7r-T'/> Vjr-r'J on 

has a collision integral governed by the collision operator 

J •H\Cfe)7\(x.Tf}L(z-V')y 

= JXJr-(il"MA(T.z-Vjl!%Tj) 
c 

+ fUT\LlT} Âfc.r-T'J C(T-T')\ 
-o 

decomposed into two parts. With the condition of quasi-stationarity 



X > ~Cj > T> ' (5R) 

as a continuation of (56) from (25), the second, integral han a matured 

diffuslvity, where we can put T-»eo and obtain \ Afc+coJ/, while the 

first integral has an unmatured diffusivity. Since r ' « T , the secondary 

memory carried by the collision integral H Q in Che short time span T 

can be assumed negligible as compared with the primary memory* 

D. Resolution of the Integral Equations 

From the definition 

Hf^)'^CZ ^-U0VHM'. (59) 

the Fourier transform of the convolution H * C is 
o 

x 

and is written as 

Jo ^a 

H *Ç = it Hj£>JÇ(uJ • (60) 

Here a change of variables V'-T-V has been made. The symbol '== denotes 

a Fourier transformation. Hence we transform (53c) into: 
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V. KINETIC EQUATION OF THE TRANSITION PROBABILITY 

A. Path Dynamics 

The trajectory with which the propagator évolues Is described by 

the following differential equation of the path dynamics: 

*&>- i(r). 

or, identically, by the system 

"ft' 

(62) 

(63) 
4f 

with the conditions 

x(t) - x, £(t> - v , (64) 

which specify that at the instant of time t , the said trajectory 

passes by the phase point (x,v). 

By integrating (63) and writing t 1 • t - T , we find the dynamical 

variables 

Pfi-xj = x + Mr*), v(t-r), y* VM (65) 

and the displacements 

0 ^ fT „ . (66a) 

Cfcj «-/"%*'Eft-r*/ ( 6 6 b ) 

J0 
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Nov che path dynamics (63) that is driven by E has Che displacements: 

li£l..Ut-*j (67a) 

Jfc 

—=- -, - E(t-V) . (67b) 
4x 

B. Retrograde Tranaicion Probability 

The Lagrangian correspondent of an Eulerian function G(t,x) can 

be written in Che form 

G fr-T, x+ -C(-T) ] c,x 7 , wiChT>0 , (68a) 

and specifies Che value of Che funccion as observed by a fluid parcicle 

coning from Che point x(c -t ) ac Che Cime t-Z > along Che 

Crajeccory which at Che time c passes the poinC x . The Lagrangian 

funccion can be uriccen more conveniently as 

ÛCc.t-E ) C(t-T) (68b) 

by means of the propagator UCc,t-t) . It is in reality a function 

of two states: 

c -T, x +i(-T) and c, x . (69) 

Since < (-T7 ) is a random function, we can introduce a retrograde transition 

probability, written in the form: 



- 2 4 -

or, briefly in the notation 

\M) • (70b) 

The first form expresses the state t,je as a condition and can t>e called 
a conditional r.ooaOixlty. i'he oe-ond lui- iuipllot iai .catlonary 
transition, i.e. p varies more rapidly wish -"Ç" than with c,x . 
Here X is an independent variable. 

The concept of the retrograde transition probability has been introduced 
earlier and its equation of evolution was found Co be of che Fokker-Planck 

q type. Mare recently, by the use of this transition probability, the 
kinetic equation of turbulence was found. In the present Section, 
we shall devote to the relation between the retrograde transition probability 
and che propagator. 

As the basis of the dynamics of M-V, il, ve write the equation of 
the detailed evolution in the form 

&*<H Z(~x,X) = o . < 7 1 a ) 

satisfying the condition of normalization: 

j (71b) J4 j,(-vj) = 
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Tl.e differential operator is 

l(t-v) *-v(t-vJ~ • ( 7 2 ) 

In order for (71b) Co describe Che microdynamical state of the turbulent 

trajectory, ue put 

fay - s[i - U-x)]. (73, 

The partial differential equation (71a) has its characteristical 

equations coinciding with (67). Evidently, by substituting (73) and 

integrating (71a) with respect to J£ , we will reproduce the basic 

dynamical equations (67). 

The Fourier transforms of (71a) and (71b) are: 

f T5 •*• ttt-V,L)] j>(-Z,k J = O (74a) 
and 

2(t-T,k)* -ik-v(t-*) 

(74b) 

(75a) 

and 
/ 4T'l{i-x;k) = -Lk-I(-X) . (75b) 

•In " ~ ~ 

Here d-3 in the three dimensional space. The integration of (74a) 

with the condition (74b) gives the solution 
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It consists of a ballistic orbit function e" -'- and a field-dependent 

orbit function, which is 

T>(-t:,k) = **p ik-M-'v). 

if T - 0 . 
(76b) 

C. Relation Between the Propagator and the Transition Probability 

The evolution of U is governed by a kinetic equation with a 

collision ? . It is to be noted that a(t,t') , being an evolution 

operator, or propagator, describes the exact trajectory, and therefore 

is a functional of the path \(-tJ during the interval of time from t 

to t-V in the retrograde transition. Hence the propagator can be written 

as: 

5(t,f) - of ft*;] , (77a) 
or 

a(t.t') - [ àl k i ) p(-rj), t - c - r , (77b) 
by the use of 'the transition probability p(-r,l) . In an analogous manner, 

we have: 

V(tt'J =f4!: ^(i) f>(-*.{/ • (77c) 
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In this way, the propagator is determined by the probability of transition 

p(-r,i) , or p(-T,j> . 

D. Lagrangian-Eulerian Transformation 

The Lagrangian function depends on two states, and can be written in 

thrae forms, by mean» of a functional as In (68a), a propagator as in 

(G8b), and now a transition probability In the form: 

&(t,t-T) G(t-r) - I V P.(-T.i) G(t--c, x+h • /«• (78a) 

It admits a Fourier form: 

Û(t,t-T) G(t-T)'«? (2TC) d9(-t 1W G(c-T,Ic), (78b) 

by a Fourier transformation with respect to X • A time'integration 

yields the convolution: 

U * G . f4-cÛ(t,t-C) G(t-zr) . (79a) 

Hence the combined Fourier transformations with respect to both t and 

t yield •• 

Ù* G « (z-z) x j)(-u,k) G(u>.k) 

or 

f>, G •- *[[% ^("-^hp(-*,k)]G(o,kJ • ( 7 9 c ) 

(79b) 
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Use of (76b) has been made. 

We conclude chat the transition probability helps in determining 

Che propagator and the function to be operated upon, and thereby establishes 

che Lagrangian-Eulerian transformation. 

E. Kinetic Equation 

By scaling (71a) by X and A* , we find the system: 

^ + t(t.zjjf(-vjj, -Z(t-v)}(-t,{)-7(-rAji ( 8 0 b ) 

with the collision 

fay -(fa*jfaij> • (80c> 

The procedure of determining the collision J(-T, °) is che same 

as that yielded the collision H in the kinetic equation of ÏF .We 

deduce 

7 - | - ï * i~ , (81) 

analytically, as was with (53c and (53d), We have 
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l(-x,{J- r-(kN)-z PhV ' ( 8 2 b ) 

with 

<K> ~[X4v'<y(-*)Afc-T:--C')V(-X-T'f> (82c) 

<K ) « A ' < $ ^ ^ "T"r;; ̂ ~ T ~ T ? ' (82d> 

Now by neglecting the secondary memory, we can write the approximations: 

IT ~ H , 7 - S (83a) " 
<K(T^{} -<iK(T)> . (83b) 

a • * 
•% — In the following, the determination of U and U «ill be 

performed through "p and p~ , so that we will have no more opportunity 

of dealing with the kinetic equation (57) of the propagator. 

VI. DETERMINATION OF THE COLLISIONS BY MEANS OF THE TRANSITION PROBABILITY 

The result (79c) has transformed the convolution U • G of the Lagrangian 

form into its Fourier Eulerian correspondent. We shall apply this result 

to transform the convolution H * C , rewritten as 
o 

H*C. •(&') ff* C o > / o 

by definition (53a). We obtain: 
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where 

, i [to i(<J-k-v)x 

(84) 

tfak) 5 TC<3>')k* M(<->,k) (85a) 

i s a dlmensionless factor of memory, and 

c(ti-k-v)x _ 
dv * 

'0 

1/3 is called the memory function", defining a life-cime M ' for the 

memory. 

Rigorously speaking, operates on the ballistic 

orbit function (IS), as well as on all the diffusivities which are 

embedded In U and C . With the approximation that <fD') varies 

slowly with v , as is true in strong turbulence, ue can evaluate (85b) 

and get 

(85b) 

where, by definition (76b), we have 

,.--,. ( 8 6 a ) 

'o 
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Now it leaves us the function p(-'Ck) , and we shall determine it 

by means of the Fourier transform of the kinetic equation of transition 

in the form 

from (80a). The collision is given by the expression 

J(-T,k) = " kl(K(v)) f(*{) , <88) 

as governed by the diffusivity (92c). The integration with the condition 

(74b) gives the probability 

K - T ,k) - (2c ) " d exp [- k 2 F dr (K(T')>] 

which we substitute into (86b) to obtain 

Ï(--C.k) - ex.v[-ls.2J<ta;'(u-c'))]. 
o 

Since \ K ) is caused by the field fluctuations 

E - E° + E' and E' - E ( 1 ) + E" , 

(89a) 

(89b) 
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ue can decompose the diffuslvity Into components, as follows: 

< K) - (t?) + (V), <K'>- (*La}+ (%" > . (00) 

Within the available time span "E and under the quasl-statlonarity 

condition (58), the diffuslvlty OC'(•&*«>)/ reaches a matured development, 

leaving the non-asymptotic diffusivitiei of the order of magnitude: 

, ( K ( 1 ) ( T ) ) « (K°<T>) • 

The negligible may be included under (K'(T )) for brevity. 

The procedures Indicated are to calculate the two diffusivities from 

the path dynamics (66b), to substitute the results Into (89b), and 

subsequently into (85a I and (8Sb), to obtain F , * and M . The calculations 

are lengthy, but can be simplified if we choose the highest power In T 

for retaining the most rapid memory-loss. The results are collected 

as follows: 

(a) results relating to ( D ' \ 

F M ) - ^ -c-t-r 
(91) 

i_? . ,r-t-

with 

(u-k-vjv - 4 , T - « C 

V-(c-0>'>fe7J, ^ K ^ f e y N ' - U / . <-*w* 
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(b) results relating Co \J)'\ 

Hfakjic^'wfak). ( 9 2 > 

vlCh 

By applying Chese results, we transform (53b) and (53c) Into: 

c.fak) - £MJ + «faV Ç0±y <93: 

fiUk) ~ jjUl) +*(u,k)'Hfak) . (94a) 

The last equation can be used to derive 

<l<±i) - « W t J + W»A)]* • . ( 9 4 b ) 

VII. SHIELDING AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE COLLISION 

With Che approximation of neglecting Che secondary memory, as seated 

in (83), we can reduce (93) into Che form 

rewritten as 

Cj<*,K) - f U A J <T (u, kj . (95a) 
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by introducing the coefficient 

where PS 8tt are the real and imaginary parts of 

« = *, + i C< 2 (95c) 

The result (95a) shows that the collective collision depends ou the 

factor ft , which in its turn depends on the memory function /̂ J . This 

function has a complicate integral.(92). We shall calculate it 

approximately by means of an interpolation which correctly covers the 

three regions as dominated by <0 , m , and 4j- k-v , separately. 

For the sake of simplification of writing, we introduce the following 

frequencies : 

X -l-^ JPtn. 

X.-£„*"' 4 = £ w , y-i^i, n-L)-i.v) 
with the ratios 

and the numerical coefficients, found to be: 

(96a) 

(96b) 

(96c) 
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Finally ve find the results, as follows: 

/{i-irf + rt+>rr ? (97, 

We estimate that V) Is of the 'order of unity, and tf Is an index of the 

strength of turbulence. The asymptotic cases reduce the general formula 

into the following: 

(a) For weak turbulence, we have ^ >}7 , entailing flf *<X , we 

find 

«l = (^/A)' (98a) 
so that 

' V * ' (98b) 

causing a shielded collision. 

(b) For strong turbulence, we have % Hi, entailing " , ^ * / i we 
find 

*i 
so that 

(99a) 
> > - -»"*1 

(99b) 

causing an enhanced collision. 
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Tha enhanced collision by the factor B can be evaluated for 
plasma tuvbulence and fluid turbulence. As an Illustration, we consider 
the plasma turbulence in a strong magnetic field. Here the electric field 
fluctuation excites the velocity fluctuation. We found that both spectra 
possess the k. power law, thee <i la i constant quantity, and that 
the Larmor radius is a spectral cutoff. Since the E-fluetuation drops 
rapidly, the macro-electric energy \(E°) ) «ill cover the main body of the 
energy-containing portion of the spectrum to become approximately 
independent of k . These parameters determine a turbulent Reynolda number 

* e - <*•>»> v> k c/*y 2 . ( 1 0 0 ) 

By definition (96a), we have 

obtaining 

and 

(101a) 

For high intensity turbulence , R is large, and we reduce (101a) 
Into: 2/ 

/*-'*> V'*fr/U * daw 
with 
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The collective collision la Increased above the pair collision by 

-3/2 an mount proportional to k . This means that the bis eddies in a bath 

of «nailer ones will be more apt to have an enhanced collective collision. 

An analogous increase of the effective diffualvity of a suspension of small 

particles in Brownlan movements Is veil known. The application to fluid 

turbulence will be given at a later opportunity. 

VIII. StMBAKx AND DISCUSSIONS 

The point of departure of the statistical theory of turbulence Is the 

description of the mlcrodynaaical state of turbulence, cither by a system of 

hydrodynamlcal equations in the t,x. space, e.g. the Navier-Stokes 

equations (16), or by a consistent mlcrokinetlc equation In the ex.,,v. space, 

e.g. the Uouville equation in the form (18). Hare by enlarging the 

dimensionality from the passage of the t,x. space to the t.x-.v. space, we 

have eliminated the nonlinearity as connected with the velocity field, 

but have kept the nonlinearity as connected with the E,-field from (21). 

If the Navier-Stokes equations are further decomposed into Fourier series, 

the multi-dimensional variable u , with «(- (i,k) , has the three 
of 

directions i'1,2,3 and all the Fourier modes k running from-co t o * . 

The distribution 

'Ct.v^ ) "Sfc - u^Ct)? (102) 

transforms the Navier-Stokes equation into a corresponding Liouville 
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equetlon of the fora: 

(i + L)f - 0, (103) 

where 

Is the differential operator, and il , A .v, are the coefficients. 

Is this kinetic representation, «he en. rged dimensionality by the 

Fourier transform renders L deterministic, so that the Liowllle 

equation br< "'«ear. Since the linear aquation does not distinguish 

between the aver»uj and the fluctuations, it does not lend to dearly 

express the coupling between the modes In a functional form. An external 

fluctuation response assumption becomes necessary for establishing the 

physical and functional structure of L . For example, vh«n L and f 

are decomposed Into two components as 

L - (L) 0 4 SL, ' £- (f) 0 +*f, (105) 

(103) can be transformed Into 

["̂ + (L)J (S) 0 --(fLSf) . (106) 

An iteration along the direct Interaction approximation was to assume a 

dlsslpative (L) of tie Fokker-Planck form, o 
By contrast, the nonlinear Liouville quatlon (la) retains ths mode-couplings' 

which are described by the equations of evolution (8a)-(8c). The form 

(8a) gives the collision In the most direct manner but requires the knowledge 
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of tbn. operator y\ whose physical structure and relation to U can only 

be obtained through other two equations, (8b) or (8c). In tlie form (8b), the 

•siirj disappears In the ballistic orbit and reappears as a high order 

correlation 

<(t(t) n f t M<«.t-f) L(t-T) r(t-D> , (107) 

causing a hierarchy. Therefore ve hava chosen the form (8c) which does not 

present this difficulty. On the contrary It establishes the necessary 

relation batwcesÂ and U, thanks to the transition probability. 

For the sake of simplification of discussion and abbreviation, we 

use the one-scale average by writing: 

f(t,x,v) • f(l), f"(t,x,jr) - f(l) , (108a) 

and 

L(t,x,_v) f(t,x,y) - f U r ) f(l) , (108b) 

with 

?d') -£ f f f , aosc) 

frost (22b). The tine derivatives along the trajectories will be written as: 

d t »"i t+'L , d"t -"2>t + T . (load) 

The average distribution and propagator, and their fluctuations, 

are governed by the following equations of evolution: 

•d"t f(1) - C(l) (I09a) 
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d t f(l) - - f(l') f(« - C(l) <109b) 

and 

d tU(« - H<1) (110a) 

djOU) - - î(l') "5(1) - H(l), (110b) 

with the collialona: 

C(l) • -<f(l') f(l)> (Ilia) 

ï(D --^f(i') n(i)̂ > . (liib) 

The evolution of f(1) la governed by a variable source coupling 

f and T and a detemlsiatlc eource -c" which représenta the cluater of 

fluctuations In the diffusive aedlua. Upon Integrating (109b), we get 

?(1) - - ÏD * [tiV) f"(l) + C(l)] , (112) 

and subsequently upon multiplying by f(l') and averaging, we find 

the collision, aa follows: 

C(l) -<^T(1') ÂD« U.V)) F(l) + (f(l') u ) * C~(l) , (113a) 

c « c - H * C . (ii3o) 

Hera 

? -= <*){fl (114) 
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-Al

la the pair collision, having an operator 

(2L) S /"f(1*> À5 » f(l'X> . (115) 

and -H#C is the convolution of two collision»: 

C « ® f } «nd H -<S> f . (116) 

In terns of the collision operator 

Ç2 \ m / i d ' ) A/\* f(l')} . (117) 

«a can rewrite (113b) as 

C ^j-(2>\vl*®jtl • (118) 
We conclude that the variable source and the deterministic sources in (109b) 

yield a collective collision with two components: one is proportional to 
/^ ^ , and the other is proportional to (A} , as related to the 

pair collision and multiple collision, respectively. The lutter contributes 
to a shielding of the collision la a week turbulence as governed by 
the resonance of toe wave exp f-i(W - k-v)r] , or to an enhancement 
of the collision in a strong turbulence as governed by the diffusion 
parameters of relaxation frequencies u' and m° in the memory function. 
Such opposite effects can find their analogies in the Baleacu-Lenard equations 

13 14 la quiescent plasmas ' and in the effective diffusivity of a syspension of 
15 particles undergoing Brownien movements, respectively. More recently, 

a reversal of the effect of multipe collision in Brownlan motion has 
also been found, dependent on the relative scales of the particles and 

16—IS the Brownien motion. 
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We can give the following interpretation. A duster of large size a ma; 

•ova with a high velocity and be scattered by the small scale turbulence, 

I.e. ka> 1. Since a part of the addlea will be displaced or shielded from 

participation In the collection interaction, the effective dlffuaivlty 

Is reduced. On the other hand. If k e ^ 1 , the cluster will participate 

together with the background eddies to contribute an enhanced collision. 

By tha generalization ti the two-scale averages, we obtain the kinetic 

equation of the distribution function f with tha collective collision 

C , aa found la (30) and (48). This can derive the transfer function for 

tha energy-cascade and dateralne the spectrum of turbulence without the 

intermediary of the pair distribution function ^ï(l') f (1) \ . 1 0 
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